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"The sensations and experiences that feel good to you have nothing to do with your sexual orientation or gender. It's kind of like
how the food .... Why does anal sex feel good for (some?) females? male anal sex stimulates the prostate, but what about anal
sex in females makes them orgasm?. Sex should feel good and be comfortable for both of you. ... like the vagina does, so using
lube helps the penis (or a sex toy) go in the anus easier and keeps the .... Anal has the potential to feel really good for both
parties, and if it's something ... So, who do we go to when we want to learn about sexual acts?. What Anal Sex Really Feels Like,
According To Women Who've Tried It ... because not everyone can agree on whether or not it feels good.. I just want to know if
the anus is an erogenous zone for women? Thanks! Answer: Thanks for asking! Anal play (rimming, fingering, penetration) ....
Why Anal Sex Feels Good for Women. Anal touch of ... Make sure the anus is very clean if you are going to do this to avoid
contact with fecal bacteria. The best .... You told us—pain during anal sex can be mind-blowing. ... Do you take pleasure in your
partner's pain—turned on by their ... When you first work out, your muscles hurt because they're being stretched, but you feel
good.. Having a great big poo thats been stuck up there for ages, then to come out slowly, and holding it back in as if you were
not in the vicinity of a lavatory. 0.. Then I fell in love again and we did it right. If you have butt sex correctly, it can feel pretty
damn good. When I say "correctly," I mean there's lube .... I did a bit of research into it, googling things such as 'trying anal for
the first time' and I found some good articles on how to prep for it and ease into it. The biggest .... Anal action is the cherry on
top of the sex version of an ice cream sundae: a little extra ... But if you're not and you do it nice and slowly, it's euphoric. It's
different from regular sex because it feels like he's going way deeper. ... "The key to good anal - yes, that's a thing - is having a
partner you trust completely .... "There's a popular perception that anal sex is not for 'good girls', that they don't do it, or at least
never initiate it," Alicia Sinclair, founder and .... Aesthetically I Love every aspect of a good-looking women, and I want ...
“When we do anal, I can finger her and feel my own cock, which is a .... “Anal sex feels like someone is stimulating every
erogenous part of my body. It's like trying to squeeze out the last of your good moisturizer and .... While numbing creams might
make anal penetration feel easier, they ... If your butt starts feeling irritated when you do enemas, that's a sign ... toy in your
anus bit by bit based on what feels good, using plenty of lube, of course.. Anal penetration Before you get to the prostate,
though, you make contact with all of the nerve endings in and around the anus. If you're not used to this, it can feel
uncomfortable at first. This initial penetration is also frequently described as feeling like a reverse poo, only way more
pleasurable and satisfying.. If you're curious, check out what the following women had to say. It can really surprise you — in a
good way. Close up of male and female feet .... A clinical sexologist explains why some people may not like anal sex, plus offers
tips to make anal more pleasurable.. If you've never tried anal sex, you probably have a lot of questions. What does anal sex feel
like? Does anal sex hurt? Does anal sex feel good ... c36ade0fd8 
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